algorithm was given and in a simple case used to obt.ain the optimal network of sirports is considered, the minimization step becomes a solution.
I. INTRODGCTION
The application of Lyapunov t,heory to the study of transient st,ability of mult.imachine power systems, initiated by power engineers in 1966 [l], [ 2 ] , has continued to the present time. A recent paper by Willems in these TRANSAC~ONS [3] presents some of the more significant advances and provides an extensive bibliography.
The chief att.raction of the Lyapunov method is its potent.ial for reducing the computation time associated wit.h investigating the transient stability of an n-machine interconnection. However, since the number and complexity of the computations increases rapidly with n, the potential for savings in overall computation may not be realized. In this note, we present a technique providing significant. savings in computation; however, somewhat more conservat.ive regions are obtained.
hIA4THENATICAL M O D E L
The start.ing point for the analysis is the swing equation model of a multimachine power system. For a det.aiIed development of the model with the usual simplifying assumpt.ions see 
STABILITY
To st.udy the st.abilit,y of the equilibrium point ( a 0 , O ) of (l), we pick t.he "total energy" as a Lyapunov function V :
S : Consider the funct.ion h and suppose 1 9 1 < ( r / Z ) . Then h(.,p) is a positive definite function over the interval (E', p) with E' A -T -p and 5" e ?r -$. We aSSume that a 0 E {a E ail < go", lai -ajl < go", i,j = 1,2,..-,n -11, and consider W ( . ) on the polytope.
I. INTRODUCTION
The implementation of a Kalman filter needs, among other things, the knowledge of t.he means of noises (and any other biases) which influence the dynamics and measurements of the stochastic system under consideration. 
~( a o )
= {a E (~n -1 : E (aiZ,a<n), aij E (a<i',a<i=), to investigate a stronger conjecture that the two algorithms are, in fact, essentially identical. The basis for this conjecture is the well i , j = 1,2,..-,n -1). (10) known fact that the same Kalman filter equations can be derived Minimizing U(. ) along each of the hyperplanes which defines P(a0) is simple since U ( . ) is a sum of nonnegative uncoupled functions and in fact reduces to a one parameter minimization. The bound I is t.he smallest of the above minima. It depends on the choice of reference machine and a judicious choice can lead to an improved bound.
I p, a? denote, respectively, the closure and the boundary of P.
LIK-SAGE ALGORITHM VERSUS FRIEDLXND'S ALGORITHM
Since several identical symbols are used by Lin-Sage 121, and Friedland [I] in a different sense, we will distinguish between such symbols by using boldface italic letters like Q, q when referring to 
